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Public acceptance of municipal drinking water from sea and industry
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Background - Water stress on Öland

• Öland – a Swedish island in the Baltic Sea - a brackish sea

(0.7 % salinity = 7,000 mg/L)

• Linked to the mainland by the 6.1 km Öland bridge

• Mörbylånga Municipality:

- Southern half of Öland

- 15,000 year-round residents

• Water stress due to:

- No surface water sources

- Very small groundwater reservoirs

- Almost semi-arid climate

- The population on Öland increases

up to 10 times during the summer

months

• In 2016 drinking water was

transported with tank trucks from

the Swedish mainland
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The solution…

…a new DWTP partly 

commissioned in 2019 

(the desalination part):

• Independent of rainfall and 

groundwater recharge.

• Treats a varying mix of 

brackish water and 

industrial water.

• Water production 600-4,000 

m3/day (1.1 mgd).

• The plant is used in addition 

existing groundwater plants 

to ensure drinking water 

supply even for very long 

periods of rainfall shortage.

• The first plant for potable 

reuse in Sweden.
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Commissioned in 

May, 2021





Public outreach

• Proactive and transparent stakeholder 

engagement, including

- press releases,

- leaflet drops,

- MANY information sessions in small 

groups, and

- guided public tours

has produced positive political and local 

support.

• Positive coverage in local and national 

media.

• A royal inauguration with H.R.H. Crown 

Princess Victoria of Sweden and H.R.H. 

Prince Félix of Luxembourg helped to 

highlight the importance of the project.

• Visually pleasing installations –

cleanliness and high finish.

Ambassador Janine Finck from Luxembourg, Prince Félix of Luxembourg, Crown Princess Victoria of Sweden and County Governor Thomas 

Carlzon from Sweden at the plant inauguration. www.kungahuset.se  (the Swedish Royal court site)
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Safety measures

Illustration: Norconsult

• Design according to safety principles from the WHO and US EPA:

- A “Fail-safe design”

- A “loosely coupled” system

- Redundancy

- Multiple barriers (7 separate microbial barriers;

“an excess of safety”)

• A microbial barrier removes (e.g. a filter) or inactivates (e.g. 

disinfection with ultraviolet light) viruses, bacteria and other

microorganisms.

• With 5 barriers running the total removal capacity of viruses is at least

99,99999999999999%.

• Identification of several risks and critical control points in a Hazard 

Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP) study and a 

Quantitative Microbial Risk Assessment (QMRA).
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Is water reuse a new phenomenon?
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Is water reuse a new phenomenon?

Kalmarsund

Drinking

water plant

Town A

Wastewater

treatment plant

”De facto reuse”

Town B Drinking

water plant

Wastewater

treatment plant
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Town C
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Letter to the editor:

“I’m not looking forward to the 

‘Mörbylånga cocktail’ at all!”

Blog post:

“Have you forgotten about Murphy’s law?”

Remember Harrisburg, Chernobyl and 

Fukushima. Anything that can go wrong 

will sooner or later go wrong.

Letter to the editor:

“Technology can not replace 

natural purification”

Public acceptance – A few negative voices…





…but also a lot of positive coverage
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“Global pioneers”

“An excess of safety barriers 
will provide clean drinking 

water”

“A water plant that is 

unique in the world”

“Innovative technology”

“Raw water from sea and 

industry”





Public outreach – a plant to be 

proud of

We want our residents to feel proud of the 

new innovative water plant.

“Desalinated water ceremony” at the plant 

inauguration. www.kungahuset.se  (the Swedish 

Royal court site)
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Global water intelligence magazine – August 2019

WRE Innovation Prize 2019
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Thank you for listening!

Kalmarsund

Time for questions.
And of course, you are always welcome to visit us on 

Öland.

peter.asteberg@norconsult.com
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